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Sisters Set Bar High with First Novel
By Maria A. Karamitsos
!" #$%&&&'()*+,-+')./'
Lynne Constantine, both avid
readers who love to write and
create stories, have collabo,)0+/'1.'02+-,'3+,4'5,60'.13+*7'
titled, “Circle
8).9+7:'6+0'-.'
Baltimore and
Ikaria.
Always
close, despite
their 13-year
age difference,
the sisters—
and their
two brothers—grew up
in Baltimore.
Their father
hailed from
Permata, Turkey and their mother from the
island of Ikaria.
Valerie married young;
family responsibilities put her
dreams on hold. Once the children were grown, she returned
to school, completing her
degree in English literature.
She’s an active community
volunteer. Aside from writing
newsletters and annual reports
for causes dear to her heart,
; -,9*+'8).9+:'-6'2+,'5,60'<=>lished work.

From a young age, Lynne’s
true love was reading and
making up stories, though she
didn’t begin writing seriously
until after college. She worked
in marketing for years, allowing her to use her creative
talents, but it didn’t
give her a true
outlet. Though
she ascended the
corporate ladder,
she wasn’t happy;
something was
missing.
A few years
later, while
discussing that
“something,” they
decided to write
a book together.
As they pondered
their subject matter, they realized
that few stories were about
$,++?&#@+,-9).'A)@-*-+6B'"0'
was from these musings that
02+'-/+)'A1,'; -,9*+'8).9+:'
was born.
“I have always felt blessed
to be part of a heritage that is
so naturally welcoming and
?-./B'C+-.D'$,++?'91..+906'=6'
)**'-.')'E)4'02)0'"'2)3+'/-A59=*04'+F<*)-.-.D'01'@4'.1.&$,++?'
2=6>)./B'G -,9*+'8).9+H'-6')**'
about those invisible bonds
and shared traditions that have
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been handed down to each of
an enduring type of love that
us,” explained Lynne.
cannot be shattered. It’s our
The story centers on the
shelter from the storm.
Parsenis Family, a fully asThe Constantine sisters
6-@-*)0+/'$,++?&#@+,-9).'
have created characters you
family—but one that never lost become invested in; they’re
its appreciation for its heritage
,+)*')./'-/+.0-5)>*+B'I2+4H,+'
and traditions.
people you know. This book is
The story begins on the
a page-turner; it’s one you’ll be
island of Ikaria. It’s the end of
staying up way too late to read
summer vacation for the two
because you can’t put it down.
sisters—the last summer before This story will resonate with
everything changes—Theodora $,++?6')./'.1.&$,++?6')*-?+B'
is to be married
The book was
“Life is like our circle
that fall. They
5,60'<=>*-62+/'
dance. When you are behind
expect things
2004. It had a
someone who knows the
to change, but
steps, you follow. When the small promonever in their
tional budget
leader stumbles, you step
wildest dreams
and changes
in and show the way. But
did they imagine
in the authors’
sometimes, when the leader
what the future
lives left little
takes you too far in the
held. These sistime for prowrong direction, you must
ters were always
motion. They
break off and start a new
very close, but
bought back
line.” ~ sage advice from
many events
the rights to the
would bring the YiaYia Sophia in “Circle
book, and last
Dance.”
entire family
summer, the
even closer.
sisters convened
".'; -,9*+'8).9+7:'E+'+.for some tweaking. The result
counter many twists and turns
is well-worth the wait.
in the lives of this family. What
There’s more to come from
we always get back to is the
these talented sisters. Valerie is
cohesiveness of the family, that currently penning a novel that
bond that can’t be broken. The
takes place during the life of
Parsenis Family is your famJesus. Lynne is working on a
ily. They’re extremely proud
thriller.
of their roots; they work hard,
; -,9*+'8).9+:'-6')3)-*)>*+'
and they give back. But things
in paperback, Kindle, NOOK
happen. In happiness and in
and iPad.
sorrow, you lean on your famhttp://lynneconstantine.com
ily. Family sticks together. It’s

